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Button Burn Button is a British web-series, released from February 2012, created and directed by
Shami Chakrabarti, whose previous work includes the Channel 4 drama The Loss of Equality. The
series involves the lives of three half-brothers, all estranged from their father, a middle-class
physician. The series revolves around two brothers, Danny and Mitchell, who are best friends;
Mitchell, however, has an emotional and sexual relationship with a married woman, whilst the third
brother is a younger version of himself, who is in love with his sister. The third brother is admitted
to a mental hospital and goes on an uncontrollable path of destruction, causing the final episode to
occur in a freeway. The full series of seven episodes was released on 29 September 2013 on the
British Film Institute's online streaming service, iPlayer, and on DVD the following day. Synopsis
Danny, Mitchell and Oliver sit in a dining room together. Danny, the middle brother, explains that
everyone in the family has their own specific role to play. He explains to his brothers that his job is
to look after his parents, so he can care for them when they get old, whilst the youngest brother,
Oliver, looks after the house and stays at home with his parents. The eldest brother, Mitchell, is in a
mess and has just been fired from his job. The youngest brother, Danny, is a good friend to Mitchell
and tries his best to support him, but his actions see him run away from his family and have an affair
with his boss's wife. Mitchell and Danny's half-brother, Oliver, were born from their father's
infidelity. Danny's emotional birth was from a secret affair with his father's secretary, while
Mitchell's carnal birth was from incest. Cast Felix Scott – Mitchell Jason Manns – Danny Joe
Wilkinson – Oliver Shami Chakrabarti – Sandra Jerry Campbell – John Caroline Allred – Jenny
Jacqueline Jossa – Helene George Salewicz – Gerald Production Shami Chakrabarti, who directed the
first episode of the series, was commissioned to write the series in 2010
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